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Abstract. Due to the immense size and dynamics of the Web, centralized search
approaches are starting to show reduced coverage and quality. There is an increas-
ing confidence that the Web should adopt a P2P approach for itsorganization and
search facilities to tackle with its intrinsic characteristics, namely: scalability and
dynamism. Semantic Overlay Networks (SONs) is one of the important tools in
this context that enables efficient and high quality search.The lack of global con-
tent/topology knowledge in a P2P system is the main feature that makes SON
generation challenging. The main contribution of this paper is an unsupervised
method for decentralized and distributed generation of SONs (DESENT) in such
a context. We show thefeasibility of our approach through analytical cost mod-
els and we also show through simulations that thequality of DESENT results
is comparable to the centralized case. Furthermore, we measure the recall and
the associated cost of searching. DESENT thus serves as a promising basis for
enabling an effective and scalable search mechanism for unstructured P2P net-
works.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer systems (P2P) have gained a lot of interest recently, and have already
proved their qualities in file sharing, an application context characterized by heavily
replicated large objects (music/video files) with non-changing contents described by a
simple file name. P2P has also been proposed as a possible architecture in a number of
other application areas that involves a large degree of distribution, vast amounts of data,
and need for scalability and fault-tolerance. One such area, which can be considered as
one of the grand challenges, is searching the ultimate database: the available informa-
tion on the Web. Currently, this is partly performed by usingone of the search engines.
However, the current approach in web searching, i.e., centralized search engines, rises
issues that question their future applicability: 1) coverage and scalability, 2) freshness,
3) information monopoly, and 4) cost of providing the service. Performing web search
using a P2P architecture that consists of the actual web servers has the potential to
tackle the issues above.

P2P architectures can be classified intostructured like Chord [1] and CAN [2] and
unstructured systems like Gnutella and Kazaa. Although structured P2P systems have



recently received a lot of attention, because they can guarantee retrieval of existing doc-
uments and provide upper bound on retrieval cost (in a betterway than unstructured
systems), they have a number of limitations that make them less suitable for the task
of Internet-scale web searching: 1) Peers indexing the mostpopular search term will
easily become bottlenecks. 2) No control over where data is stored/indexed. Moreover
a peer does not control what data it should store therefore a low-resource computer
may end up serving all queries for the most popular search term! 3) No guarantee that
routing paths remain within an administrative/topological domain whenever possible.
4) Individual peers might choose to censor/sabotage queries. 5) When a peer joins the
network each term that should be indexed has to be sent to the appropriate peer, result-
ing in a large number of messages. Also churn management is costly, because the terms
indexed by a leaving/failing peer have to be re-stored. 6) Complex/multiword queries
can be expensive. Most of the above problems do not occur in unstructured P2P sys-
tems. However, in order to make Internet-scale searching feasible, alternatives to the
pure flooding-based search strategy have to be employed. Recently, the concept ofSe-
mantic Overlay Networks (SONs) [3] has been proposed as a solution to delve with this
problem. The aim is to have peers storing similar documents in the same SON. If SONs
have been created queries can be forwarded to only those sites containing documents
that satisfy the constraints of the query context, thus reducing the communication cost
of the query.

One of the problems of SONs is the actual construction of these overlays, assuming
the lack of knowledge of both global content and network topology. This is the main
topic of our paper. In a P2P architecture each peer is initially aware only of its neighbors
and their content. Thus finding other peers with similar contents to form a SON becomes
a tedious problem. On the other hand in a central approach where all the peer’s content
is accessible to a central authority, clustering becomes a trivial problem in the sense that
only the clustering algorithm (and its input parameter values) determines the quality of
the results. The contribution of this paper is adistributed and decentralized method for
SON construction (DESENT)1, that provides an efficient mechanism for web search in
unstructured P2P networks with good characteristics including guarantees to find the
answer of a query in less than flooding time. Our strategy for creating SONs is based
on clustering peers based on their content similarity. Thisis achieved by a recursive
process that starts on the individual web sites themselves.Through applying a clustering
technique on the documents stored at the site one or more feature vectors are created
for each web site, essentially one for each topic a site covers. Then representative peers,
each responsible for a number of peers in azone are selected. These peers, henceforth
calledinitiators, will collect the feature vectors from the members of the zone and use
these as basis for the next level of clustering. This processis applied recursively, until
we have a number of feature vectors covering all available documents.

Although we use Internet-scale search as the motivation andscalability goal of this
effort, it should be noted that this approach is equally applicable at a smaller level,
including enterprise-wide information search.

1 DESENT stands for DEcentralized and distributed SEmantic overlay NeTwork generation. It
is also considered to be adecent solution to providing a truly scalable searching mechanism
for Internet-scale peer-to-peer networks.



The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give an
overview of related work. In Section 3 we present our method for creating SONs that
can be used to the search process (Section 4). In Section 5 we use analytical cost models
to study the cost of creating overlays, while in Section 6 we present results from simu-
lations of a P2P network using SONs created by our algorithms. Finally, in Section 7,
we conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

Organizing and retrieving data stored in a P2P system is a challenge, where typical
tradeoffs include scalability, resilience to failures, and efficiency.

Several techniques have been proposed that can improve search in unstructured P2P
systems: 1) techniques for improved routing that give a direction towards the requested
document, examples of such techniques include variants of routing indices [4,5,6], use
of Bloom-filters [7], 2) use of caching [8,9], and 3) connectivity-based clustering that
creates topological clusters that can be used as starting points for flooding [10]. An
approach to improve on some of the problems of Gnutella-likesystems, is to use a
super-peer architecture.

Even though the use of super-peers increase scalability andthe probability of finding
data stored in the P2P network, the routing of queries between super-peers can still
be a problem. A fundamentally different approach that has received a lot of attention
recently isstructured P2P systems. Such systems can guarantee retrieval of data stored
in the network, as well as provide an upper bound on retrievalcost. Most structured
systems are based on distributed hash tables, like Chord [1]and CAN [2], but systems
based on tree structures have also been proposed [11]. However, although such systems
have their merits in many application areas, they have also anumber of limitations
as described in Section 1. Approaches to solve these problems have been proposed,
for example how to facilitate more efficient keyword searching by using bloom filters
and caching is described in [12]. However, large-scale scalability for text search is still
questionable using structured systems.

An important issue in the search engine context is ranking ofqueries. In a P2P
system this is particularly important in order to reduce thecommunication cost [13].

An alternative to only use keywords as basic for queries is toinclude semantic
context/topic as well. In that way only relevant peers will be queried. As mentioned
previously, an approach in this direction is the concept of semantic overlay networks
(SONs) [3], where semantic overlays are created so that queries can be forwarded to
only those sites containing documents within specific topics. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that it reduces the flooding cost in the case of unstructured systems and the
popular-keyword-peer problem in the case of structured systems. SONs should also
enhance the quality of results (higher precision), an important issue in the case of infor-
mation retrieval tasks like web searching. [3] essentiallybase their approach on partly
pre-classified documents that only consists of informationabout the song contained in a
particular file. Also they do not provide any other algorithmfor searching than flooding.
In order to be useful in a large system, unsupervised and decentralized creation of SONs



is necessary, as well as efficient routing to appropriate SON. The DESENT approach
described in our paper will solve these issues.

One approach to create SONs on top of structured networks is to use latent semantic
indexing (LSI) to compute the (multidimensional) semantickey that can provide the
coordinates for a document in a CAN network, and then use a nearest-neighbor search
technique in order to find appropriate documents, first presented in [14]. However, some
of the inherent problems of LSI, like processing cost, choosing number of dimensions
etc., makes it difficult to employ this technique in a large-scale dynamic document
repository like the Web. Other approaches include classifying all documents according
to taxonomies and store the taxonomy paths in the P2P network[15], and clustering
peers based on schemas [16].

Although several papers describe how to use SON-like structures, little work exist
on the issue of to actually create SONs in an unsupervised, decentralized and distributed
way in unstructured networks. A distributed (but not decentralized) P2P clustering al-
gorithm for document classification is presented in [17], sothat for a given query, the
querying peer can identify the most promising clusters and route the query precisely to
peers containing relevant documents. In [18] a P2P architecture where nodes are log-
ically organized into a fixed number of clusters is presented. The main focus of the
paper is fairness with respect to load of individual nodes. In contrast to our approach,
the creation of clusters/allocation of documents to clusters is done by classification, is
not unsupervised, and clusters are not hierarchical.

Other approaches to utilize semantics in web search includecollaborative web search,
for example using bookmark-driven query routing as described in [19].

3 Overlay Network Creation

In this section we describe the SON generation process, assuming peers (for example
web sites) storing documents and being connected in an unstructured P2P network. The
approach is based on creating local zones of peers, forming semantic clusters based on
data that is stored on these peers, and then merging zones andclusters recursively until
global zones and clusters are obtained.

3.1 Decentralized and Distributed Cluster Creation

The peer clustering process can be divided into 5 phases: 1) local clustering, 2) zone
initiator selection, 3) zone creation, 4) intra-zone clustering, and 5) inter-zone cluster-
ing.

Local clustering on each peer is performed asynchronously in relation to other peers
and should be finished before the global clustering process starts. Because the aim of
the clustering process is to achieve a global result, it is beneficial to perform the sub-
sequent phases at the same time at the different peers in the network. Achieving (or
even assuming) a common global time for temporal synchronization is not feasible in
a large P2P network, and fortunately not necessary. Our technique to cope with this
problem is to use a partial synchronization technique, making only the assumption that
all peers have a clock that is accurate within a certain amount of time ta (for example



1 minute deviation at most). In cases where peers have clock deviating more thanta
from actual time, this will be detected by the fact that they are performing operations
asynchronously to the other peers, and they will be considered faulty.

The global overlay network construction (Phase 2) is assumed to start simultane-
ously at regular temporal intervals, at all peers. The length of the intervals (time between
each DESENT creation) is part of the protocol, but can be as low as a few hours (see
Section 5.2). As will be described below, several other operations, like quasi-flooding,
are also performed stepwise, one step at each synchronization point. The time interval
between each synchronization point should be large enough to 1) ensure that the oper-
ation (in this case forwarding the message) can complete, aswell as 2) smooth out the
inaccuracies at the peers’ clocks.

It should be noted that the reason this synchronization technique can be applied is
that unlike many other operations in such systems, clustering duration is not crucial. It
is an operation that is only run at regular intervals, and should not impede the progress
and performance of the interactive operations (like e.g., searches) being performed in
the system at the same time.

The algorithms described below create an overlay network under the assumption of
a stable network. However, in a real system with many peer failures,k-replication of im-
portant overlay network data (hierarchy and cluster information stored at the initiators)
will be employed in order to keep the whole overlay network unaffected. The replicated
data is distributed on peers in a way that also distributes the tasks of the initiators over
more peers.

Phase 1: Local Clustering In the process of determining sites that contain related
documents,feature vectors are used instead of the actual documents because of the
large amounts of data involved. A feature vectorFi is a vector of tuples, each tuple
containing a feature (word)fi and a weightwi. However, even though a feature vector
will be smaller than a document, having one feature vector for each document is still
too much. This problem is solved by performing clustering ofthe document collection
at each site. The result is a set of clusters of documents, anda feature vector for each of
the clusters. The feature vectors are created using a feature extraction process (more on
the feature extraction process in the experimental section6).

Local clustering can be a costly process for a site containing large amounts of doc-
uments/web pages. It is left to the individual peers to decide how often this process
should be performed, i.e. it does not necessarily have to be performed each time the
global clustering process occurs. In order to bound the costin the next step there should
be a limit on the number of feature vectors a peer can provide.

Phase 2: Initiator Selection AssumingZi is the set of all peers in zonei, the zone
consists of|Zi| peers, and one of these peers will be given the role ofinitiator and
subsequently initiate and control the clustering process within their zone. Ideally, the
initiator will be approximately in the topological center of its zone, and the zones should
have approximately the same size for load-balancing reasons. The process of choosing
initiators should be completely distributed and is performed at all peers at the same time
(within the synchronization constraints as described above).



Because of load-balancing the aim is to have as uniform zone sizes as possible,
of approximatelySZ peers per zone.2 Assuming the IP of a peerPi is IPPi

and the
time isT (rounded to nearestta), a peer will discover that it is an initiator if(IPPi

+
T )MODSZ = 0. The aim of the function is to select initiators that are uniformly spread
out in the network (at approximately equal distance from each other) and an appropriate
number of initiators relative to the total number of peers inthe network (this is achieved
by using the MOD, i.e., rest of division operator). By including time in the function we
ensure that we obtain different initiators each time the clustering algorithm is run. This
tackles the problem of being stuck with faulty initiators aswell as reducing the problem
of permanent cheaters.

It might happen that no initiator is selected by using the strategy described above,
this will be discovered from the fact that noPROBE is received within a certain time. In
this case, a fallback mechanism is used: a universal decrease of the modulo-parameter is
performed (by dividing by an appropriate prime number) in order to increase the chance
of selecting (at least) one peer at the next iteration. This might happen more than once,
until at least one peer starts zone creation. However, the maximum number of times is
bounded because of the reduction of the modulo value.
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Fig. 1.Step-wise zone creation given the three initiators A, B, andC.

Phase 3: Zone CreationWhen initiators have been selected as described above, the
next step is to establish the zones around the initiators.

At the end of Phase 2, the zone membership state of all initiator candidates is set
to OCCUPIED, while the zone membership state for all other peers is initialized to
NOT OCCUPIED.

After a peerPi has discovered that it is an initiator (by the use of the technique
described above), it sends out aPROBE message to its immediate neighbors. Upon
receiving a probe message, a peerPj performs the following actions:

– If its state is NOTOCCUPIED: 1) Changes its state to OCCUPIED. 2) Sends back
to the initiator its identifierPj , and description of its resources. Resources to be
described include main memory and CPU resources available for clustering pur-
poses, as well as willingness to serve as initiator and cluster representative (to be

2 Note that although uniform sone size and having initiator inthe center of the sone are desired
for load-balancing reasons, this is not crucial for the correctness or quality of the overlay
construction.



described below). 3) Waits until the next synchronization point (time rounded to
ta), then forwards the probe to all neighboring peers except the peer from which it
was received.

– If the peer’s state is OCCUPIED: The peer sends aOCCUPIED message to the
PROBE’s initiator as well as to its own initiator, in order to inform both initiators
about each other’s identities. In this way, each initiator will be able to become aware
of its neighboring zones as well as the initiators in these zones. Note that this is only
performed once by the peer for each new neighbor zone it detects.

The above algorithm terminates when all peers have become members of a zone, i.e., all
peers are in the OCCUPIED state. Obtaining global knowledgeof termination would
be very resource consuming. In order to avoid this, we use theknowledge that the
radius of a zone is relatively small and assume the algorithmhas terminated afterrta
time. The value ofr should be large enough to cover non-uniform network topologies3

An example of zone creation is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that unlike the flooding
algorithms used for searching in P2P systems, this zone creation algorithms has a much
lower cost (see 5.1) because a message will soon meet a neigbor zone and stop, and a
more directed direction. This the very high cost of flooding involving a large number of
peers is avoided.

When the above algorithm terminates, 1) each initiator has assembled a set of peers
Zi and their capabilities in terms of resources they possess, 2) each peer knows the
initiator responsible for its zone and 3) each initiator knows the identities of its neigh-
boring initiators. An interesting characteristic of this algorithm is that it ensures that all
peers in the network will be contacted, as long as they are connected to the network.
This is essential for a P2P web search approach, otherwise there may exist peers whose
content will never be retrieved.

It is possible for peers with high connectivity to result in zones that are too large. In
this case the initiator can decide to partition the zone intoa number of smaller zones,
and assign a new initiator for each of these zones.

Phase 4: Intra-zone Clustering After the zones and their initiators have been deter-
mined, global clustering starts by collecting feature vectors from the peers and creating
clusters based on these feature vectors:

1. The initiator of each zonei sends probe messagesFVecProbe to all peers inZi.
2. When a peerPi receives aFVecProbe it sends its set of feature vectors{F} to the

initiator of the zone.
3. The initiator performs clustering on the received feature vectors. The result is a set

of clusters represented by a new set of feature vectors{Fi}. An Fi consists of the
top-k features of clusterCi. Note that a peer can belong to more than one clusters.
In order to limit the amount of computations that has to be performed in later stages

3 In practice only peers connected in a chain would remain outside a zone, this would be very
unlikely for peers that actually want to share information.Also, important sites will in general
be connected to a number of other sites, so that a moderate number of faulty connections will
not be able to affect these nodes.
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Fig. 2. Possible result of intra-zone clustering of zone A, resulting in the four clusters
C0, C1, C2, andC3.

at other peers, when clusters from more than one peer have to be considered, the
clustering should result in at mostN0

C such basic clusters (N0
C can be controlled by

the clustering algorithm). The result of this process is illustrated in Figure 2.
4. The initiator selects a representative peerRi for each cluster, based on resource

information that is provided during Phase 3, like peer bandwidth, connectivity, etc.
5. The result kept at the initiator is a set of cluster descriptions (CDs), one for each

clusterCi. A CD consists of the cluster identifierCi, a feature vectorFi, the set
of peers{P} belonging to the cluster, and the representativeR of the cluster, i.e.,
CDi = (Ci, Fi, {P}, R). For example, the CD of clusterC2 in Figure 2 (assuming
A7 is the cluster representative) would be CD2 = (C2, F2, {A5, A7, A8, A9}, A7).

6. Each of the representative peers are informed by the initiator about the assignment
and receive a copy of the CDs (ofall clusters in the zone). The representatives then
inform peers on their cluster membership by sending them messages of the type
(Ci, Fi, R).
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... B0 Bn

...... ... ... ......Peers:

Level 1 initiators:

Level 2 initiators:

Level 3 initiators:

Level 4 initiators:

Zone

Level 2 zone

Level 3 zone

Fig. 3.Hierarchy of zones and initiators.

Phase 5: Inter-zone ClusteringAt this point, each initiator has identified the clusters
in its zone. These clusters can be employed to reduce the costand increase the quality



of answers to queries involving the peers in one zone. However, in many cases peers
in other zones will be able to provide more relevant responses to queries. Thus, we
need to create an overlay that routes queries to clusters in remote zones. In order to
achieve this, we recursively apply merging of zones to larger and larger super-zones,
and at the same time merge clusters that are sufficiently similar into super-clusters:
first a set of neighboring zones are combined to a super-zone,then neighboring super-
zones are combined to a larger super-zone, etc. The result isillustrated in Figure 3 as
a hierarchy of zones and initiators. Note that level-i initiators are a subset of the level-
(i − 1) initiators.

This creation of the inter-zone cluster overlay is performed as follows:

1. From the previous level of zone creation, each initiator maintains knowledge about
its neighboring zones (and their initiators). Thus, the zones essentially form a zone-
to-zone network resembling the P2P network that was the starting point.

2. A level-i zone should consist of a number of neighboring level-(i − 1) zones, on
average|SZ| in each (whereSZ denotes a set of zones, and|SZ| the number
of zones in the set). This implies that1|SZ| of the level-(i − 1) initiators should be
level-i initiators. This is achieved by using the same technique forinitiator selection
as described in Phase 2, except that in this case only peers already chosen to be
initiators at level-(i − 1) in the previous phase are eligible for this role.

3. The level-i initiators create super-zones using the same algorithm as used in Phase 3.
In the same way, these level-i initiators will become aware of their neighboring
super-zones.

4. In a similar way to how feature vectors were collected during the basic clustering,
the approximatelyNC |SZ| CDs created at the previous level are collected by the
level-i initiator (whereNC denotes the number of clusters per initiator at the pre-
vious level). Clustering is performed again and a set of super-clusters is generated.
The number of clusters is kept smaller thanN i

C , in order to bound the complexity
at later stages. Each of the newly formed clusters is represented by top-k features
that are extracted. The result of cluster merging is a set of super-clusters. A peer
inside the super-cluster (not necessarily one of the representatives of the cluster)
is chosen as representative for the super-cluster. The result is a new set of CDs,
CDi = (Ci, Fi, {P}, R), where the set of peers{P} contains the representatives of
the clusters forming the base of the new super-cluster.

5. The CDs are communicated to the appropriate representatives. The representatives
of the merged clusters (the peers in{P} in the new CDs) are informed about the
merging by the super-cluster representative, so that all cluster representatives know
about both their representativesbelow as well as the representativeabove in the
hierarchy. Note that although the same information could beobtained by traversing
the initiator/super-initiator hierarchy, the creation ofsuper-cluster distributes the
load more evenly and facilitates efficient searching.

The above algorithm terminates when only one initiator is left, i.e. when an initiator has
no neighbors. Unlike the initiators at the previous levels that performed clustering oper-
ations, the only purpose of the final initiator is to decide the level of the final hierarchy.
The aim is to have at the top level a number of initiators that is large enough to provide



load-balancing and resilience to failures, but at the same time low enough to keep the
cost of exchanging clustering information between them during the overlay creation to
a manageable level. Note that there can be one or more levels below the top-level initia-
tor that have too few peers. The top-level peer probes level-wise down the tree in order
to find the number of peers at each level until it reaches levelj with appropriate number
of peers. The level-j initiators are then informed about the decision and they aregiven
the identifiers of the other initiators at that level, in order to send their CDs to them.
Finally, all level-j initiators have knowledge about the clusters in zones covered by the
other level-j initiators.

We emphasize that even though parts of this process resemblea centralized ap-
proach, this is not the case: initiators are chosen at randomand perform their tasks
completely independent of each other. Also, the role of the final peer in the super-
initiator hierarchy is only to determine that the global process is finished. Failure of this
peer will be discovered and another peer can perform the task. As can be noted, ini-
tiators actually have similarities with super-peers, but one important difference is that
their role is not constant.

3.2 Final Organization

To summarize, the result of the zone- and cluster-creation process described above are
two hierarchies, ahierarchy of peers and ahierarchy of clusters.

Hierarchy of peers: Starting with individual peers at the bottom layer, formingzones
around the initiating peer which acts as a zone controller. Recursively neighboring zones
form super-zones (see Figure 3), finally ending up in a level where the top of the hierar-
chies have replicated the cluster information of the other initiators at that level. This is
essentially a forest of trees. The peers maintain the following information about the rest
of the overlay network: 1) Each peer knows its initiator. 2) Alevel-1 initiator knows
the peers in its zone as well as the level-2 initiator of the super-zone it is covered by.
3) A level-i initiator (for i > 1) knows the identifiers of the level-(i−1) initiators of the
zones that constitute the super-zone as well as the level-(i+1) initiator of the super-zone
it is covered by. 4) Each initiator knows all cluster representatives in its zone.

Hierarchy of clusters: Each peer is member of one or more clusters at the bottom
level. Each cluster has one of its peers as representative. One or more cluster constitute
a super-cluster, which again recursively form new super-clusters. At the top level a
number of clusters exist. The peers store the following information about the cluster
hierarchy: 1) Each peer knows the cluster(s) it is part of, and the representative peers of
these clusters. 2) A representative also knows the identifiers of the peers in its cluster,
as well as the identifier of the representative of the super cluster it belongs to. 3) A
representative for a super-cluster knows the identifier of the representative at the layer
above as well as the representatives of the layer below.

3.3 Fault-tolerance and Resilience

The number of failures inevitably increases with the numberof peers being involved.
In a P2P network peer failures can be relatively frequent, and in order to ensure that no
peer in the hierarchy becomes a single point of failure or a bottleneck this issue has to



be handled efficiently. Our main approach is to usek-replication of important overlay
network data, i.e., hierarchy and cluster information. Thereplicated data is distributed
on peers in a way that also distributes the tasks of the initiators over more peers.

In the DESENT overlay network it suffices to replicate the overlay-related informa-
tion stored at the initiators. This data is replicated atk− 1 other peers in the same zone.
This replication is performed after the clustering processat level-i and before the cre-
ation of the level-(i+1) zone. During creation of the level-(i+1) zone the level-(i+1)
is informed about the replica peers.

In order to detect failures, the peers regularly sendalive messages to the peers con-
taining their replicas. If analive message from a peerPF is not received within a spec-
ified amount of time, the repair process is performed as follows:

1. The replica managers do a voting process in order to choosewho is going to be
the repair managerPM that will perform the repair. There is also a possibility that
missingalive messages only imply network problems rather than peer faultand
have only been lost for one or a few of the peers. If this is discovered the repair
process is interrupted.

2. A replacement peerPR has to be found forPF , andPR is chosen from one of the
other peers in the same zone. The identities of the candidatepeers, i.e., the other
peers in the zone, are known byPM because they were part of the replica.

3. The replica data is sent toPR, andPR is now promoted to level-i initiator of a level-
i super-zone. The other level-(i − 1) initiators in this zone are notified about the
new initiator, the same is the case with the level-(i + 1) initiator. This notification
will update the replicated data on these initiators, and theresult is that their replicas
have to be updated as well.

If a cluster representative that has no initiator role fails, this will be discovered when
queries forwarded to it fail. Repair is in this case performed by the initiator, which
simply selects a new representative from the peers in the cluster.

If a peer with no other responsibilities (i.e., a peer at the bottom level of the hierar-
chy) disappears this will be discovered by the respective cluster representative during
query forwarding. When this occurs, the CDi will be updated to reflect thatPF is not
part of the cluster anymore. The zone initiator is also notified so that it updates the copy
of the CDi that it has stored.

From what is described above, we see that as long as fault-tolerance is handled
for the initiators byk-replication, other repairs can be performed with no additional
replication or monitoring.

Unfortunately, faults can also occur before the termination of the overlay network
formation in a number of ways. Failure of a non-initiator peer can simply be ignored.
If an initiator fails before the probe messages have been sent, the failure will not be
detected by other peers, and the peers that should have been part of this initiator’s zone
are taken by other initiators. If an initiator failsafter the probe messages have been
received by at least one peer, the failure will be detected bytimeout from the peers in
the zone. They then select a new initiator. Failures in laterstages of the overlay network
creation process can be handled from the replicas as described above.

In addition to peer failures, faulty operation can also create a problem. One impor-
tant case is timing failures, where peers either start the zone creation process too early,



or try to flood more than one step at each synchronization point. If this is not detected,
the result would be very large zones seized by a possibly faulty initiator. Luckily, this
type of failure is easy to detect, because other peers will immediately discover peers
performing operations asynchronously with the rest of the network.

In P2P systems cheaters are a possible problem. In DESENT a cheater is a danger
mainly when having a controlling role in the zone- or clusterhierarchy. However, the
fact that roles are not fixes means that a peer is only occasionally able to cheat, and is
not able to do it synchronously with other cheaters (thus reducing the impact). Thus the
incentive of even being able to function as a cheater will be small.

3.4 Peer Join

A peerPJ that joins the P2P network first establishes connection to one or more P2P
neighbors as part of the basic P2P bootstrapping protocol (the actual protocol depend
on the variant of unstructured P2P network, possible techniques include use of “known
peers” as well as multicasting). These neighbors providePJ with their zone initiators.
Through one of these zone initiatorsPJ is able to reach one of the top-level nodes in the
zone hierarchy and through a search downwards find the most appropriate lowest-level
cluster which is will then subsequantly join.

Note that no reclustering will be performed, so after a whilea cluster description
might no be accurate. However, the global clustering process is performed at regular
intervals and will then create a new clustering that reflectsalso the contents of new
nodes (as well as new documents that have changed individualpeer’s feature vectors).
This strategy considerably reduces the maintenance cost interms of communication
bandwidth compared with incremental reclustering, and also avoid the significant com-
putational cost that could be the result of continous reclustering.

A peer can leave the network in two ways: 1) graceful departure where it notifies
other relevant peers in the overlay network, or 2) leaving without notice, i.e., similar to
a peer failure. In our system, both cases are treated similarto peer failure as described
in detail in Section 3.3. The only difference between the twois that in the case of a
graceful departure atakeover message is sent to one of the peers containing the replica
of its overlay network data, while in the latter case this process does not start until the
failure is detected.

4 Searching

In this section we provide an overview of the processing of queries in DESENT.
When a Web search is performed, it is common that more than onedocument match

the query. In order to limit the number of results and return the most relevant ones,
ranking is performed. In other cases, a search returns no result, or the result is not con-
sidered relevant enough. Then, the search can be expanded byrelaxing the constraints
posed by the query.



In our context, the aim is to direct a queryQ to the cluster(s) that are most relevant
for the query with respect to query termsQT .4 A query in the network originate from
one of the peersP , and a query is continually expanded until satisfactory results in terms
of number and quality have been generated. All results that are found as the query is
forwarded are returned to the query originatorP . Query processing can terminate at
any of the steps below if the result is satisfactory. A query is distributed as described
below:

1. The query is evaluated locally, e.g., on the originating peerP .
2. A peer is a member of one or more clustersCi. TheCi which has the highest sim-

ilarity sim(Q, Ci) with the query is chosen, and the query is sent to and evaluated
by the other peers in this cluster.

3. Q is sent to one of the top-level initiators (remember that each of the top-level
initiators knows about all the top-level clusters). At thispoint we employ two alter-
natives for searching:
(a) The most appropriate top-level cluster is determined, andQ is forwarded to the

representative of that cluster. Next,Q is routed down the cluster hierarchy until
the query is actually executed at the peers in a lowest-levelcluster. The path
is chosen based on highestsim(Q, Ci) of the actual sub-clusters of a level-i
cluster. If the number of results is insufficient, then backtracking is performed
in order to extend the query to more clusters.

(b) All top-level clusters that have some similaritysim(Q, Ci) > 0 to the queryQ
are found and the query is forwarded toall cluster representatives. The query
is routed down atall paths of the cluster hierarchy until level-0. Practically,all
subtrees are searched extensively.

Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The first approach reduces
query latency, since the most relevant subset of peers will be identified with a small
cost of messages. However, the number of returned documentswill probably be re-
stricted, since the search will focus on a local area only. This approach is more suitable
for top-k queries. The second approach can access peers residing at remote areas (i.e.
remote zones), with acceptable recall, however this results in many more messages than
the former approach. It is more suitable for cases when we areinterested in the com-
pleteness of the search (retrieval of as many relevant documents as possible).

In the following, we provide simulation results only for thesecond scenario, since
we are mainly interested in testing the recall of our approach.

5 Feasibility Analysis

In this section we will use cost models to study the feasibility of applying DESNT in
a real-world P2P system. We will concentrate on two issues: 1) communication cost of
DESENT creation, and 2) time needed to create DESENT. The parameters and default
values used in the cost models are summarized in Table 1. These values have been cho-
sen based on appropriateness (typically size and performance as verified by simulations)
or based on observed values from simulations.

4 It should be noted that various information retrieval techniques can be used to expand the query
Q to an extended queryQ′.



Default
Parameter Value

B Minimum bandwidth available 1 KB/s
D0 Avg. # of neighbors at level 0 4
Di Avg. # of neighbors at leveli SZ

L # of initiator levels ⌊log
SZ

NP ⌋

minF Min. # of trees in top-level forest SZ/4
N0

C # of clusters per peer 10
N i

C # of clusters per level-i initiator 100
NF # of trees in top-level forest > SZ/4

Ni # of peers/zones at leveli NP

(SZ)i

NP Total # of peers in the network 1000000
r Maximum number of hops between initiator and peer in a zone20
SCD Size of a CD ≈ 1.5SF

SF Size of feature vector 200 bytes
SM Size of packet overhead5 60 bytes
SZ Avg. zone size 100
ta Time between synchronization points 60 seconds
vc # of time periods allowed for intra/inter-zone clustering step 10
vm Reduction value 2

Table 1.Parameters and default values used in the cost models.

5.1 Cost of Overlay Network Creation

A very important concern is the burden the DESENT creation imposes on participating
nodes. We assume that communication cost will be the possible bottleneck and hence
the most relevant metric, and we consider the cost of creating DESENT acceptable if
the cost it imposes is relativel small compared to the ordinary document-delivery load
on a web server.

In the local clustering and initiator selection phases there will be no communication,
so the total costCT is essentially the cost of 1) performing zone creation for each level
from 1 to the top levelL, 2) performing intra-zone clustering recursively for eachlevel
from 1 to level(L − 1), followed by 3) distribution of clustering information to all
level-(L − 1) peers (approximated toSZ peers):
CT =

∑L

i=1 CZC(i) +
∑L−1

i=1 CIZ(i)
+ NF (NF − 1)(N i

CSCD + SM )
whereCZC(i) denotes the cost of performing level-i zone creation andCIZ(i) denotes
the cost of level-i intra/inter-zone clustering. Note that if the number of peers at level
L is smaller than a certain thresholdminF , the peers at the level below are used as
the forest of trees instead. In our study we setminF = SZ/4. Also note that the addi-
tional overhead incurred by network packet fragmentation for large messages is small
compared to the actual payload, so this detail is omitted from the model.

In estimating the cost of zone creation, the most significantcost is the forwarding of
thePROBE message from peers to its neighbors (all peers during this phase will receive

5 IP/TCP headers and P2P protocol header.



one or more probes, but will only forward once, and not in the direction where the probe
came from). Note that although this amounts to a relatively large number of messages
during creation of the level 1 zones, most of the messages will be local and each peer
will forward at most once. Other costs during zone creation include probe reply, and
OCCUPIED messages from the border peers. The exact number ofOCCUPIED mes-
sages is difficult to predict, but based on the experimental results we have found the
number to be in the order ofN(i−1), whereN(i−1) denotes number of peers per zones
at level(i − 1). Thus, the total cost of this phase is:
CZC(i) = NiD(i−1)SM + (N(i−1) − Ni)(D(i−1) − 1)SM

+ (N(i−1) − Ni)SM + N(i−1)SM

The cost of intra-zone clustering involves sendingFVecProbe to all non-initiator
peers, returning feature vectors to initiators, distributing the resulting CDs to the repre-
sentatives, who resend them to the individual peers. We assume that each peer partic-
ipates in approximately the same number of clusters as it originally provided, and the
total cost of this phase is:
CIZ(i) = (N(i−1) − Ni)SM

+ (N(i−1) − Ni)(N
0
CSCD + SM )

+ NiN
i
C(N i

CSCD + SM )
+ (N(i−1) − Ni)(N

0
CSCD + SM )

In studying the feasibility of DESENT, it is important that both theaverage com-
munication cost for each peer is acceptable, as well as themaximum cost that can be
incurred for a peer, i.e., the cost for the initiators on the top level of the hierarchy. The
average communication cost can be calculated asCA = CT /NP . In order to study the
maximum cost for a particular peer to participate in the creation of the overlay network,
both received and sent data should be counted because both pose a burden on the peer,
i.e.,CM = CR+CS . Sent data includePROBEs in the zone creation phase,FVecProbes
and distributing the resulting CDs in the intra-zone clustering phase, and participation
in the final exchange phase when being a root in the top-level forest:
CS =

∑L
i=1 Di−1SM

+
∑L−1

i=1

(

(SZ − 1)SM + N i
C(N i

CSCD + SM )
)

+ (NF − 1)(N i
CSCD + SM )

Received data include probe replies andOCCUPIED messages in the zone creation
phase, received CDs during intra-zone clustering, and participation in the final exchange
phase when being a root in the top-level forest :
CR =

∑L

i=1

(

(SZ − 1)SM + SZSM

)

+
∑L−1

i=1

(

(SZ − 1)N0
C(SCD + SM )

)

+ (NF − 1)(N i
CSCD + SM )

Figure 4 illustratesCA andCM for different values of network sizeNP and zone
sizeSZ . We see that in both cases a large zone size gives higher cost,but with very
high variance. The situations in which this happens, is whenthe number of top-level
peers is just below theminF threshold so that the level below will be used as top level
instead. With a large zone size this level will contain a large number of peers, and the
final exchange of clusters information between the roots of this forest will be expen-
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Fig. 4.Average cost (left) and maximum cost (right) of participation in overlay network
creation for different values of network sizeNP and zone sizeSS .

sive. However, in practice this could be solved by merging ofzones at this level. If we
consider a zone size ofSZ = 100, we see that the maximum cost is just above 100 MB.
If we compare this value with the load of a typical web server which is some GB of
delivered documents per day6, this is acceptable even in the case of daily reclustering.
However, considering the fact that the role of the upper-level initiators changes every
time the overlay network is created, it could even be feasible to perform this clustering
more often.

In addition to the cost described above, there will also be a certain cost for main-
taining replicas and peer dynamics in the network. However,this cost will be relatively
small compared to the upper-level exchange of CDs.

5.2 Construction Time

In order to provide freshness it is important that the duration of the DESENT creation
itself is not too long. We will now show that the time needed tocomplete a cycle is
relatively short.

Local clustering is assumed to be performed asynchronouslyto the DESENT con-
struction (as noted previously the local clustering does not have to be performed each
time DESENT is run), so the total time is then the time it takesfrom initiator seletion
and until the cluster exchanging in the last phase has been finished (assuming the time
to send a message is insignificant compared tota, the time between synchronization
points):

– In the case that at least one initiator exists, the initial zone creation phase takes
r steps (cf. Section 3.1), i.t.,T = rta. However, it is possible that the fallback
mechanism of initiator selection (modulo reduction) will be used, which adds a
number of syncronization points to the time. This depends onthe reduction value
vm (which we assume will be relatively small, for example 2). The maximum steps
needed to reach the value 1 (when all IPs will match):logvm

SZ . Thus, the total
time isTZ = (r + logvm

SZ)ta.

6 Using on of the web servers at in our department as example, itdelivers in the order of 4 GB
per day.



– During intra-zone clustering, the most time-consuming task will in general be the
clustering of feature vectors. Because next phase should not start until it can be
guarranteed that all initiators have completed the intra-zone clustering, a certain
number of time periods have to be allocated for this task. We denote this number
vc (thus allowing the timevcta).

– Inter-zone clustering is a recursive process, performed(logSZ
NP −1) times. With

respect to time usage, each step is essentially similar to the zone-creation and intra-
zone clustering described above, i.e. the cost isTIZC = (logSZ

NP −1)(TZ +vcta)
– The final step is the exchanging of CDs by the “roots of the forest”. The significant

time cost here is the sending and receiving of the CDs. The total amount of data
each has to send is approximatelyC = 2(NF − 1)(N i

C(SCD + SM )). This is
communication between nodes that in general are geographically far away from
each other and the bandwidthB (in bytes per second) will be relatively slow. A
typical values can be in the order of 100 KB/s (measured between Athens and
Tokyo, and between Trondheim and Beijing). The total time ofthis phase isC/B.
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Fig. 5. Time to create DESENT as a function ofta for different zone sizes and band-
widths.

Thus, the total number of time needed for construction of theDESENT overlay network
is:

TC = (r + logvm
SZ)ta

+ (logSZ
NP − 1)(r + logvm

SZ + vc)ta
+ 2(NF − 1)(N i

C(SCD + SM ))/B
Assuming the value of parameters as summarized in Table 1, the time needed to con-
struct the DESENT overlay network isTC = 13524 seconds, i.e., approximately 3.75
hours. This means that the DESENT creation could run more than once a day if desired.
An important point is that even if the construction takes a certain time, the average load
the construction imposes and peers and communication will be relatively low. Most of
the time is used to ensure that events are synchronized without having to use commu-
nication for this purpose. Regarding values of parameters,note that the actualnumber
of peers has only minimal impact on the construction time. For example, assuming
NP = 10000 instead ofNP = 1000000 givesTC = 11178. The important parameters



aret, SZ , andB, and Figure 5 shows the time needed to create DESENT for different
values of these parameters. Essentially, the constructiontime increases linearly withta.

6 DESENT Simulation Results

We have developed a simulation environment in Java, which covers all intermediate
phases of the overlay network generation as well as the searching part. We ran all our
experiments on Pentium IV computers with 3GHz processors and 1-2GB of RAM.

At initialization of the P2P network, a topology ofNP interconnected peers is cre-
ated. We used the GT-ITM topology generator7 to create random graphs of peers (we
also used power-law topologies with the same results, due tothe fact that the under-
lying topology only affects the zone creation phase), and our own SQUARE topology,
which is similar to GT-ITM, only the connectivity degree is constant and neighboring
peers share3-5 common neighbors, i.e., the network is more dense than GT-ITM. A
collection ofND documents is distributed to peers, so that each peer retainsND/NP

distinct documents. Every peer runs a clustering algorithmon its local documents re-
sulting in a set of initial clusters. In our experiments we chose the Reuters-21578 text
categorization test collection,8 and we used8000 pre-classified documents that belong
to 60 distinct categories, as well as a different setup of20000 documents. We tried
different experimental setups with2000, 8000 and20000 peers. We then performed
feature extraction (tokenization, stemming, stop-word removal and finally keeping the
top-k features based on their TF/IDF9 value and kept a feature vector of top-k features
for each document as a compact document description). Thus,each document is repre-
sented by a top-k feature vector. Initiators retrieve the feature vectors ofall peers within
their zone, in order to execute intra-zone clustering. We used hierarchical agglomera-
tive clustering (HAC) to create clusters of documents. Clustering is based on computing
document similarities and merging feature vectors, by taking the union of the clusters’
features and keeping the top-k features with higher TF/IDF values. We used the cosine
similarity with parameter the similarity thresholdTs for merging. Clusters are created
by grouping together sufficiently similar documents and each cluster is also represented
by a top-k feature vector. Obviously, other clustering algorithms, as well as other simi-
larity measures can be used.

6.1 Zone Creation

We studied the average zone size after the zone creation phase at level 1. The network
topology consists ofNP = 20000 peers, each having10 neighbors on average and
SZ = 100. We run the experiment with and without the zone partitioning mechanism.
The simulations brought out the value of zone partitioning,since this mechanism keeps

7 http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/gtitm/
8 http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/
reuters21578/

9 Notice that the inverse document frequency (IDF) is not available, since no peer has global
knowledge of the document corpus, so we use the TF/IDF valuesproduced on each peer lo-
cally, taking only the local documents into account.
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all zones smaller thanSZ , while most are of sizes50− 100. However, when there is no
zone partitioning, about30% of the total zones have sizes greater thanSZ , and some
are twice larger thanSZ , thus imposing a cumbersome load on several initiators.

6.2 Clustering Results Quality

Measuring the quality of the DESENT clustering results is essential for the value of the
approach. As clustering quality in our context, we define thesimilarity of the results of
our clustering algorithm (Ci), with respect to an optimal clustering (Kj). We used in
our experiments the F-measure as a cluster quality measure.F-measure ranges between
0 and1, with higher values corresponding to better clustering.

In this case we compare the quality of clustering results (unsupervised learning pro-
cedure) to the document classification (supervised learning) as carried out by humans.
This is probably not a completely fair comparison, since we take as granted the ground
truth of the human classification into categories. Here, even the centralized clustering
preforms rather poorly. Thus we compare the clustering quality of our approach to the
centralized clustering results. The average values of DESENT F-measure relative to
centralized clustering are illustrated in the left part of Fig 6, and show that DESENT
achieves high clustering quality. Also note that the results exhibit a relatively stable
behavior as the network size increases. This indicates thatDESENT scales well with
the number of participating peers. This conveys that the proposed system achieves high
quality in forming SONs despite of the lack of global knowledge and the high distribu-
tion of the content.

6.3 Quality and Cost of Searching

In order to study the quality of searching in DESENT, we consider as baseline the
search that retrieves all documents that contain all keywords in a query. We measure the
searching quality using recall, representing the percentage of the relevant documents
found. Note that, for the assumed baseline, precision will always be100% in our ap-
proach, since the returned documents will always be relevant, due to the exact matching
of all keywords. We generated a synthetic query workload consisting of queries with
term count average2.0 and standard deviation1.0 (method also employed by [20]). We



selected query terms from the documents randomly (ignoringterms with frequency less
than1%). The querying peer was selected randomly.

In the right part of Fig. 6, we show the average recall of our approach compared to
normalized flooding using the same number of messages for different values ofk, for
the GT-ITM topology and the SQUARE topology for8000 peers. Normalized flood-
ing [21] is a variation of naive flooding that is widely used inpractice, in which each
peer forwards a query tod neighbors, instead of all neighbors, whered is usually the
minimum connectivity degree of any peer in the network. The chart shows that with the
same number of messages, our approach improves recall by more than3-5 times for GT-
ITM, and more than10 for SQUARE, compared to normalized flooding. Furthermore,
the absolute recall values increase withk, since more queries can match the enriched
(with more features) cluster descriptions. Also notice that our approach presents the
same recall independent of the underlying network topology.

7 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, we have presented algorithms for distributedand decentralized construc-
tion of hierarchical SONs in unstructured P2P networks, achieved by distributed clus-
tering of peer contents in a recursive way. In this way, we provide efficient web search
mechanisms with good characteristics. Experimental results indicate that the quality
of the DESENT results is good in comparison to the centralized case and serve as a
promising basis for enabling an effective P2P search mechanism.

Although we use Internet-scale search as the motivation andgoal of scalability for
the work, it should be noted that our approach is also equallyapplicable at a smaller
level, including enterprise-wide information search. Another interesting area is GRIDs.

Future work includes performance and quality measurement of the currently imple-
mented search algorithm using larger document collectons (TREC, web crawls, etc),
studying the use of other clustering algorithms in our setting, use of caching techniques
to reduce search cost and increase efficiency, as well as integrate ranking into the sys-
tem.
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